
Student  Perception  Survey 
For  the  following  questions,  we  are  interested  in  learning  about  how  you  think  about  your  classroom  and  your  teacher  listed  below. 
With  your  thoughtful  feedback,  we  can  work  to  make  your  classroom  a  better  place  for  learning.  This  survey  is  confidential.  

Your Teacher:
1. How  excited  are  you  about  going  to  this  class?

Not  at  all  excited Slightly  excited Somewhat  excited Very  excited Extremely  excited 

2. How  often  does  this  teacher  take  time  to  make  sure  you  understand  the  material?

Almost  never Once  in  a  while Sometimes Frequently Almost  always 

3. In  this  class,  how  eager  are  you  to  participate?

Not  at  all  eager Slightly  eager Somewhat  eager Very  eager Extremely  eager 

4.  How  welcoming  does  this  teacher  make  the  classroom?

Not  at  all  welcoming Slightly  welcoming Somewhat  welcoming Very  welcoming Extremely  welcoming 

5. How  often  does  this  teacher  make  you  explain  your  answers?

Almost  never Once  in  a  while Sometimes Frequently Almost  always 

6. How  fair  or  unfair  are  the  rules  for  the  students  in  this  class?

Very  unfair Somewhat  unfair Slightly  unfair Neither  unfair  nor 
fair 

Slightly  fair Somewhat  fair Very  fair 

7. How  much  does  this  teacher  encourage  you  to  do  your  best?

Does  not  encourage  me  at 
all 

Encourages  me  a  little Encourages  me  some Encourages  me  a  lot Encourages  me  a 
tremendous  amount 

8. In  this  class,  how  much  does  the  behavior  of  other  students  hurt  or  help  your  learning?

Hurts  my  learning 
a  tremendous 

amount 

Hurts  my  learning 
some 

Hurts  my  learning 
a  little  bit 

Neither  helps  nor 
hurts  my  learning 

Helps  my  learning 
a  little  bit 

Helps  my  learning 
some 

Helps  my  learning 
a  tremendous 

amount 

9. How  often  do  you  get  so  focused  on  class  activities  that  you  lose  track  of  time?

Almost  never Once  in  a  while Sometimes Frequently Almost  always 

10. Overall,  how  high  are  this  teacher's  expectations  of  you?

Not  high  at  all Slightly  high Somewhat  high Very  high Extremely  high 

11. How  often  does  your  teacher  seem  excited  to  be  teaching  your  class?

Almost  never Once  in  a  while Sometimes Frequently Almost  always 

12.  When  you  are  not  in  class,  how  often  do  you  talk  about  ideas  from  class?

Almost  never Once  in  a  while Sometimes Frequently Almost  always 

13. When  you  feel  like  giving  up  on  a  difficult  task,  how  likely  is  it  that  this  teacher  will  make  you  keep  trying?

Not  at  all  likely Slightly  likely Somewhat  likely Very  likely Extremely  likely 
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14.  How  much  does  this  teacher  know  about  the  topic  of  his/her  class? 

Almost  nothing A  little  bit Some A  lot A  tremendous  amount 

15.  How  interesting  does  this  teacher  make  what  you  are  learning  in  class? 

Not  at  all  interesting Slightly  interesting Somewhat  interesting Very  interesting Extremely  interesting 

16.  If  you  came  back  to  visit  class  three  years  from  now,  how  interested  would  this  teacher  be  to  hear  how  you're 
doing? 

Not  at  all  interested Slightly  interested Somewhat  interested Very  interested Extremely  interested 

17.  How  often  does  this  teacher  give  you  feedback  that  helps  you  learn?

Almost  never Once  in  a  while Sometimes Frequently Almost  always 

18.  How  respectful  is  this  teacher  towards  you? 

Not  at  all  respectful Slightly  respectful Somewhat  respectful Very  respectful Extremely  respectful 

19.  During  class,  how  good  is  this  teacher  at  making  sure  students  do  not  get  out  of  control? 

Not  good  at  all Slightly  good Somewhat  good Very  good Extremely  good 

20.  For  this  class,  how  clearly  does  this  teacher  present  the  information  that  you  need  to  learn? 

Not  at  all  clearly Slightly  clearly Somewhat  clearly Very  clearly Extremely  clearly 

21.  When  your  teacher  asks  how  you  are  doing,  how  often  do  you  feel  that  your  teacher  is  really  interested  in  your 
answer? 

Almost  never Once  in  a  while Sometimes Frequently Almost  always 

22.  How  well  can  this  teacher  tell  whether  or  not  you  understand  a  topic? 

Not  well  at  all Slightly  well Somewhat  well Very  well Extremely  well 

23.  How  good  is  this  teacher  at  teaching  in  the  way  that  you  personally  learn  best? 

Not  good  at  all Slightly  good Somewhat  good Very  good Extremely  good 

24.  If  you  walked  into  class  upset,  how  concerned  would  your  teacher  be? 

Not  at  all  concerned Slightly  concerned Somewhat  concerned Very  concerned Extremely  concerned 

25.  How  comfortable  are  you  asking  this  teacher  questions  about  what  you  are  learning  in  his/her  class? 

Not  at  all  comfortable Slightly  comfortable Somewhat  comfortable Very  comfortable Extremely  comfortable 

26.  How  connected  do  you  feel  to  the  teacher  in  this  class? 

Not  at  all  connected Slightly  connected Somewhat  connected Very  connected Extremely  connected 

27.  Overall,  how  much  have  you  learned  from  this  teacher  about  this  subject? 

Learned  almost  nothing Learned  a  little  bit Learned  some Learned  a  lot Learned  a  tremendous 
amount 

When you have finished the survey, include only the answer sheet in the envelope provided and seal 
the envelope. Hand the sealed envelope with your completed answer sheet  to your teacher.
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